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Christianity in the Hitokabe District of Esashi 
Ward, Oshu City, Iwate Prefecture
── The formation of a new church and its historical 
background glimpsed from the change
  in the number of believers ── 
Hiroyuki Oikawa
?Iwate Prefecture Oshu City Esashi Ward Hitokabe District is located at the 
eastern end of the Esashi Ward, Oshu City, and is now a depopulated area. I 
happened to know that there are three religions in this Hitokabe District, Christian 
Orthodox Christianity and Catholicism, Shinto funeral district (funeral in 
Shinto).The strange feeling I felt at the time, interest became the trigger for the 
investigation.This time, focusing on the two churches of Catholicism and Christian 
Orthodox Christianity among the various religious organizations, I focused on the 
following three subjects  of?historical factors?. ?) To clarify the reasons and 
circumstances that the two churches suddenly came into being in the Meiji era. 
?)To draw the process that the church continued without disappearing until the 
present time of Heisei (as of ????). ?) Changes in church activities and changes 
in the number of believers are to be closely watched with the relationship with the 
movement in the world during the Meiji, Taisho, and Showa era of Japan. 
  In conclusion, ?) is what happened from the desires of residents, but the 
background is that hope for the new era of the Meiji era of people and a desire to 
potential change can be seen.
?With regard to ?) and ?), the number of followers of the Christian Orthodox 
Church of Japan decreased in a form involved in the Russo-Japanese War and the 
Russian Revolution. Conversely, the number of Catholics continues to grow, and the 
opposite situation can be seen. If we limit to the two churches in the investigation 
area, the number of believers continues to decline, and now (as of ????) the number 
????
of believers is small. In the case of Japanese Christian Orthodox Christianity, I 
concluded that the cause of the decrease in this believer is the influence of the era.
Only in the Hitokabe District of Esashi Ward, there is a tendency for believers to 
decrease in both Christian Orthodox believers and Catholics. In the next paper, I 
would like to explore the cause while paying attention to?geographical and social 
factors? in the Hitokabe District.
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